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Terraria moon lord guide reddit

So, yesterday I killed the Lord of the Moon for the first time. So far I think most people know how to kill him and everyone, but to be honest, it's very overrated. I read a bunch of guides and tutorials, but in the end the fight itself was very easy. I thought it would be nice to share my strategy because most people still have a hard time fighting
him. First, I killed him in normal mode, I still need to do so in expert mode, so I've done that once I can come back later. The gear settings I used were set-o-beetle armor (armor with the best defense), sun eruptions, whirlpool beaters and star dust dragon staff. All those items can be crafted right before you actually fight the Lord of the
Moon. For accessories, I used Ankh shields, light boots, master ninja gear, worm scarves and celestial shells. I didn't have to farm at all, all those items eventually fell while playing the game. My items were forged again but not optimized at all (mostly +3 armor, for example godly weapons, etc.). The stadium I was building was very
simple, I just created a straight 2000 block skybridge made of asphalt. I put my spawning point just above my NPC's village (not high enough to reach space/sky), so the nurse could use it as her home. This part is important as you can see. Inside the house I put those two tables (one to improve the summon, one to give you one more
minion, and the other to sharpen your weapon, can't remember the name). Along the Sky Bridge I put some heart lamps + camp fires, only a few all blocks (what buffs offer is long distances so you don't have to worry). I actually used 18 each. You will also need a bunch of chloro pite ammunition for the Vortex Vitter (I used something
around 1k ammo for the fight). Use iron skin for pots, playing, icor flasks, anger and one that improves your health, all of which are pretty easy to make. Food (using bacon). There were others I could use, but I had no ingredients. I had 97 armor which is very easy to get until I am fully strengthened. Fighting is much easier, and you don't
do that much damage as you keep running away from your boss, shooting your hands. It dies first and generates true eyes, but because you surpass them too, it is not a problem. The boss tries to teleport when you get too far from him, but it's perfect, because it's the perfect opportunity to hit it with your weapon. Whenever you feel
confident enough (and healthy enough), you can go there and collide with a solar eruption, but you need to reach phase 2 with a full health bar. When you get to the second stage, you'll need to go there and hit it with a solar eruption, because it's going to howl the core sky bridge. At this point, you will take more damage, but you can use
skybridge to surpass him to heal yourself again. I didn't use a nurse at all, I put her in the beginning to explain later. But know to go home using a magic mirror. The Moon Lord is going to teleport, so you have to do it quickly. I killed him on the first attempt, so it would work. Yes, so there is a fight itself. What you get at that point is another
story. I played the game in normal mode, and killed everything until the moon event started (because one of my minions attacks the fanatic, I accidentally start that fight). So I started another game in expert mode and got to the point just before the fight against the golem. This gave me some insane equipment. I have also created a new
world where you can kill the eaters of the world in expert mode and get worm scarves. The secret here is to kill the sun, star dust, three pillars to get the vortex pieces first, so you can build a solar eruption, whirlpool vitter and star dust dragon staff. Those three items are very important because they will be the first weapons used against
the Lord of the Moon, but because once you get them you can go to another world (in expert mode) and the dungeon is very easy (there'll be a bunch of strong enemies there after you kill Plantera, but it will be a piece of Sloer Euption + Stardist Dragoncake). I farm more than 1 platinum (gold + drops) every time I go there. This will help
you re-store your equipment. The first time I fought against the Lord of the Moon I thought it would be nice to share my strategy because it killed him very easily. He was hit by an agricultural state, and I killed him four times in a row. I use nurses a third time to see how many times I can be tested, and if I have a hard time, I can do it. The
reason I had a nurse there for the first time was to be healed after I killed Rush for my self-reliance. Hope you can help some new players like me! My friend and I played through professional class play and are up to the masters of the moon. We fought him twice and failed miserably both times. We have 2 melee bottles (1 main knife,
another yo-yo and flail), patrol and summoner/marge (main summoner). We were able to take out one eye and almost the other, but everything dies. Our stadium is a small haven to block his lasers. Any help would be appreciated! Page 2 26 Comments Do anyone have a good tip on how to defeat lord of the month, because the
comments I put spoiler tags can mention some end game items that some people do not know? I summoned him twice and died within the first two minutes. He also has almost all of my NPC ;( Kills What are also good weapons that can be used? First of all, page 2 12 comments, should I be distant or close? Second, what do we need to
know before we fight him? What weapons do I need and what is the best way to defeat them? I think I took my Mars plate and shot it with my whirlpool heater using chlorophyll bullets and then Healing to nurses. Page 2 9 comments so many people know the moon is a problem with the Lord. He eventually damaged the guide so the player
could defeat him because he is the hardest boss in the game. What you need: Stard durst dragon staff end game Summoner Armor (Tiki, Spook or Stard durst) House in the sky for nurses 50 gold (you can have a little bit of 15 if running low) (optional) - Bewothy TableSetup: First build a house at the base of the sky. surrounded by a
platform. Then move the nurse to the house. As soon as she arrives, it prevents her from moving at all. Then make a 2x3 box so that you can sit right next to the box with the nurse. Then summon the Stardrest Dragon. There must be at least five segments. Proceedings: Summon the Stardist Dragon and the Lord of the Moon. Enter the
box. At this point, you can deploy the Sentry If you want. When a moon lord is created, the dragon attacks it, but he attacks you. Whenever you get to the health of about 300 people, talk to your nurse quickly and heal. If you stop her, she won't run away. Stardrest Dragons continue to kill the Moon Lord. Eventually, his hands and eyes will
be defeated. This is when you are taking the most damage so you need to keep automatic scriptures so as not to do further damage when talking to a nurse. Eventually the dragon kills the core and you will win. Axis! You can post a picture of the settings if someone wants to see it defeated LordP.S in the month. The 26-page comment
played the entire AFTERNOON so finally I set through hard mode for The Lord of the Month to get killed by him like in 15 seconds. I liked the 110 defense and got rid of a lot of materials and potions. Will expert golemdrops help you in the fight? All tips :) page 2 and 10 comments here will help; My guide to the Expert Moon Lord. The
reason I make this guide is because it's the sort of thing I was grateful for when I struggled with the Lord of the Moon. Arena selection, melee combat, ranged and marge, and the fight will go through itself. This guide is for those who have experience in expert mode and have basic avoidance skills but are struggling to defeat the Lord of the
Moon. Unlike golems or planteras, you don't kill him before you kill him. It's about being able to survive throughout the fight consistently. The fight will take at least 4 minutes, so you should be able to handle his attack several times, meaning you just can't go damaged and worry about his attack. Note: - The use of nurses/Dryad-intentions
for professional single players, but may be useful for players struggling with the Moon Lord in normal mode.- I assume you haven't farmed for a bar of discord - This is not a no-hit guideARENA:- At least 5 layers of platforms, each There is a 20-block solid block that is 200 blocks long and approximately 100 blocks per second floor. They're
3 blocks thick, so you don't get silly hits from Death Ray when you wrestle with them.-Campfire - Heart Lantern - Honey Pool is what you'll jump on sunflowers every 30 seconds (you need an employee of re-growing to place them) - you star in a bottle if you're going to be generating your gunners - if you picked up a few things through
your mind, what are these stars in the bottle? Essentially, when you are below maximum life, enemies sometimes drop their hearts to death, even those who are killed by traps. This is doubly useful for wizards, because enemies will also drop mana stars to death from time to time when you are under mana. Lava is also suitable, but be
careful not to burn your mind because the lava is thin enough! Suitable statues include: - crab (best) - piranhas (also the best) - slime - bat the works, as well. Do not use animal statues! Animals don't drop hearts or mana stars! Heart statues are the best; They only generate hearts directly every about 3 seconds. The same is true of mana
statues for wizards. They are hard to find, but you can get your hands on one, and they can make the difference between success and defeat. Remember: -The heart generator must be at least 40 blocks away for it to work. I recommend having 2-4 in your stadium -- the map can contain up to 10 hearts/stars before the heart generator
stops working. Here is an example of a stadium: it doesn't have to be pretty POTIONS, here is a list of potions that all classes should use. You seriously reduce your chances of defeating Mooney if you don't use potions.-Super healing potions, otherwise larger healing potions - Well-sourced Buffs - Regen- Iron Skins - Swift - Anger - Anger
- Vitality - Endurance - Heart Generator - Endurance - All Food for Heart Rich. Heart rich potions can't be made in a decaying world but you can get through fishing boxes.-Calm down, if you have a scattering wyburn during a fight (such a nuisance!) in case of melee attacks: sake/ale (sake is better because it lasts longer, but Sake can
only be obtained through travel merchants, so if you can't get alcohol, use ale) - Cursed Flame/Flask at Ikor-Sharkening Station:-Archery Potion (required if you use bow-Ammo preservation potions) This means you won't use a lot of good ammunition) - Ammo box (again, not needed, This means you won't use many good ammoFor Mage:
- Mana Regen-Magic power (it has a short period of time you will need more than one) - Crystal Bowl Super Mana Potion (but be careful with the weakening of mana sickness; it greatly reduces the damage. up.) You'll need to prepare each potion (4 ale and magic power) to make sure that if the fight is more than 5 minutes long, it won't hit
the wall and lose. At least 8 healing potions, so you won't run out. In this section I will talk about the equipment that I need to use for each class (except summoner) to have the best chance against Moony.I. However, if it works for you, feel free to use it. I won't talk about modifiers for each weapon because most of you already know the
best modifiers, and also you may not bother farming enough money to get the best modifier. Armor and WeaponMELEE: Armor: Beetle Armor. Chest plates are viable, depending on whether you want more damage or more defense. Weapons: For non-specific melee attacks: Solar eruptions (recommended) or DaybreakFor sword users:
inflow wavers (this will be a hard fight) for yo-yo users: Cthulhu's eyes (not easy fights): Arctic for window users (this will be a tough fight): Daylight Eruption: Armor: Shroomite Armor. Use rocket weapon guns and helmet hats. Weapons: For bow users: Ichor or fantism with holy arrows. There are at least 300 arrows for the fight (500 safe).
For gun users: Swirling beaters with chlorophyll bullets (perhaps the easiest way you will beat Mooney away from a dedicated summoner). There are at least 400 bullets for the fight (600 are safe). For rocket users: Rocket III and Snowman Cannon. There are at least 200 rockets (400). MAGE: Armor: Masked Ghost Armor. Hood is not
viable in this fight because Moony prevents healing and doesn't have the benefits of a hood, but leaves all the downsides. Weapon: Non-specific marge: Nebula Flame. The nebula Arcanum is too slow to fight. For Tome users: razor blue typhoon, golden shower if your world is crimson. The advantage of these weapons is that they are



homing, so you can focus less on attacking and more on evasion. If you are going marge you need to know how to manage your mana. Accessories and other equipment, so this is where I need to talk about the main two strategies (in my opinion) for mobility in this fight. Two strategies are: no-mount (but the mount is still available, I
recommend doing so) - in essence, no-mount strat uses only wings, boots, dashes so avoids mooney attacks, and sometimes activates the mount in tricky situations. Mount Strat includes being in the whole fight mountain (maybe every 30 seconds to get the honey buff off). The advantage of Mount Strat is that it can be replaced with
additional damage or defense at the expense of the 2-3 accessory slots previously used for mobility. However, it is not recommended to mount strat. For what? Since 99% of the time playing Terraria is not on mount, this is BY This is what you use the most. You have maximum control over your character when you're not using mounts, so
you can avoid more attacks and ultimately win battles. If you want to use a mount, you should practice moving to it so that you are familiar with it and confident that you can avoid attacks. Mount movements make you familiar with them. Mount Youard: No-mount strata users will not be able to benefit from UFO mounts to avoid Mooney's
death when they run out of flight time. Mount strata users can also benefit from unicorn mounts. Mount strata users must use UFO mounts or shrimp truffles. Shrimp truffles give you some damage and increased defenses, but they require a lot of dedication to create a water and honey bubble field. The UFO mount is a proper replacement
if you can't be bothered to create a shrimp truffle arena. Non-class specific accessories for no-mount strats: wings (the best wings are fishing wings, but Ghost wings or anything equal or better is ok) - Lightning boots or Cirris Park boots - Astronomical stone - Celestial shell - Ank shield (or obstrosity shield if you can't bother farming for it) -
Master Ninja Gear Mount Stratford: Star Veil/ Worm Scarf / Other preferred accessories when you fight him - Moon stone / Sun stone (or obs d'oestone shield if you can't bother farming for it) - Master Ninja Gear (even if dash function is not used, This still gives you the opportunity to avoid attacks)Philosopher's Stone Trick: You must have
the charm of a philosopher's stone/myth in your vanity slot. When you try to use Healing, quickly release the equipment, then heal, then equip it by clicking on the philosopher's stone right away. This means that every 60 seconds, you'll receive a large healing every 45 seconds. This is a huge difference: it means that you will heal much
more in a long fight. This can easily make the difference between winning and losing. Obsodym shield/ank shield is an absolute must. You can't argue about this. Knockback resistance is very important. In this boss fight as well as terraria. Ranged users may want sniper coverage for additional damage. Wizards may want a celestial
emblem if a heart/mana generator is installed. I wouldn't recommend mana flowers 8% less mana use is not important enough, mana disease weakens your damage badly. This optional accessory does not have to mount a celestial stone. If you prefer star veils over celestial stones, use it instead. Star veils are a very powerful accessory.
Accessories must be forged back into the threat, luck or ward. The mix of them is fine. I would recommend all wards against wizards because they lack defense. Hook hooks: For no-mount strats, grappling hooks are important. Tthe The hook is the hook of the moon, but if you can not get it then it is suitable for anything equal or better on
the illuminated hook. Make sure you know how to change the jump. I recommend trying to start a fight at the start of the night time so you can get a werewolw bonus. This bonus is especially important if it's a melee attack because you'll get a good damage increase. To do this, try to kill the last pillar around 6:30 p.m. so that The Mooney
is created at that start of the night. If you're using a heart generator, make sure you don't leave heart/mana stars around the pillars. If you do then the heart generator will not work. I recommend quitting the world after you accidentally pop a heart-rich potion on the last pillar so you don't miss any heart, defeating the third pillar that desan all
the hearts that are sitting around. If you hide your pet, don't let it overflow with buffs and cancel early. If you pop a health pot approximately 10 seconds before the start of the match, it will start at 600hp instead of 500hp. Just before the fight begins, you don't have to jump honey to refresh it for up to 30 seconds for additional regene.
Remember to activate your buff! When the moon spawns, he summons a flock of fantasy eyes. Charge immediately and run to the side to avoid this. The first stage door lord has three eyes to periodically open and close. It can only be damaged when it is open. You probably know this, but you should aim to kill three eyes at the same
time, making the transition to the second phase much easier. Moon Lord's Statement The Lord has several attacks, but there are two attacks that deal considerable damage, and you should avoid it all the time: - Pantasmal Des Rey (performs up to 300 damage) - Pantasmal Spear (do up to 200 damage) Pantasmal Death Ray: Moonee's
head is open when he shoots his death. It just starts on the player's side, then curves around towards the player. There are two ways to avoid:- Getting under solid blocks. It doesn't pass through solid blocks -- flying around it. This ensures that if you are performing a mount no-mount strata, there is a lot of remaining flight time left. If you
are short on flight time, use a UFO mount. You need to try and keep it close to the mundi so you can cover more angles. The easiest way to avoid death rays this way is to move them over your head just before they start, and then fall on the other side of death. You should avoid this attack at all costs. Pantasmal Sphere: After a few
seconds in the hands of the official Terraria Wikimoni, you will be at home to create 6 spheres. There are three ways to avoid this: weaving through the gaps between spheres. This is very difficult and dangerous - Fly up. If you go up enough the ordning won't get you -- dash to the side at the right time. Wait for the sphere to move, and
then aside so that they can miss you. This requires good timing. Other attacks of the Moon Lord include: - Pantasmal Eyes - Pantasmal Bolt does not do as much damage as they do other attacks, but Pantassmal eyes should not be underestimated. Pantasmal Eye: Scatters snow at home to players at the hands of the official Terraria
Wikimuny. They are not too fast and do not do too much damage, but if many are hit, the fight will be over. There are three ways to avoid these things: --dashes get them to hit left and right per cycle, then the eyes eventually explode--chase you and get your eyes, then quickly deplete. They can't travel upwards (abuse this!) if you're going
to be hit by one, so you don't take more than one instance of damage to make sure you tank them all on one move. Pantasmal Bolt: The official Terraria Wikimun will shoot you two bolts from time to time in the Lord's hands and head. This has a distinct sound, so if you have a good reaction time, you can hear this sound and avoid bolts to
avoid the sides immediately. They don't do significant damage, so sometimes hitting a bolt is fine. The second stage opens the heart when all three eyes fall. This is always vulnerable to attack. When your heart dies, you win. Cthulhu's three true eyes will also carry out the same attack as you before. In the official Terraria Wikiine, this step
would recommend one of two things: a UFO mount until the end of the fight and a flight in one direction. You will also avoid most of the attacks if you use vertical movement (go to avoid the death light).- Going in large circles around the arena until the end of the fight. Make sure you put a solid block between you and Cthulhu's true eyes
when you're circling around. There are two attacks to note at this stage: --Pantasmal Sphere (works differently in this step) - Pantasmal Desray (works differently again)-Pantasmal Sphere: Pantasspie spheres in this phase are now placed in hexagons. They will charge you like in the first step. There are two ways to prevent them: UFO
Mount.- Consistent circular movements sometimes dash or grapple, or vertical movements for mount users, to avoid them when they charge you. Pantasmal Desray: Cthulou's true eyes will sometimes shoot you the light of death. There are three ways to avoid these things: - get from solid blocks - distance far enough away it won't reach
you (you can't do this before) - as in the curve first step around. Pay attention to these: there are three, not one death ray an year an year. Other notes:-Pay attention to the true eye itself of Cthulou; They deal with contact damage -- don't be greedy and do murder. Just have patience, continue the same pattern of movement, You will kill
him -- once Mooney is dead, there are a good 10 seconds while his death animation takes place. Do not release the keyboard. On one occasion I did so, and the Revenant killed me before the Moon Lord actually died (I was very sad). For two stages - refresh the honey every 30 seconds, even if your health is fully maintained - if you lack
health, pass it on from your heart generator about every 20 seconds. If you are more than about 400hp they can be used as an alternative to healing potions - if the healing potion is less than about 300hp (and remember the philosopher's stone trick) - try to kill the leech blood clots of the Lord of the Moon, which seeks to heal 1000
damage. You have a gap of about 5 seconds to kill a blood clot before they heal him.- I wouldn't normally recommend cheating, but if you're struggling with the Moon Lord I suggest you cheat on potions, celestial tricks and ammunition, to avoid his attacks, so dying has no drawbacks. You waste a lot of resources to fight the Lord of the
Moon, but losing to him can be really frustrating -- once you have enough luminid ore to make sun/stardist wings, you want to kill Mundi. But I suggest you try to kill him once more to get a set of Luminid armor, making the fight from the next much easier.- Keep calm, but attentive. Always be aware of Munni's attacks (especially the
Pantasmal Sphere and Pantasmal Deslay) – enjoy fighting the Lord of the Moon. It took a while to realize this, but if you avoid his attack and enjoy fighting with him you will have a better chance against Moony - good luck! Ok, there was my guide! I hope this helped you in some way and you learned something from it. If you want to create
a summoner guide to the Lord of the Moon, ask me! When you're ready enough to summoner (in my opinion) the moon is the easiest way to kill the Lord. Page 2 14 Comments Comments
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